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Abstract

Considering operators defined using Structural Operational Semantics (SOS), commutativity axioms are intuitive properties that hold for many of them. Proving this intuition is usually a laborious task, requiring several pages of boring and standard proof. To save this effort, we propose a syntactic SOS format which guarantees commutativity for a set of composition operators.
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1 Introduction

Structural Operational Semantics [10] has become a de facto standard in defining operational semantics for specification and programming languages. Hence, developing meta-theorems for SOS specifications can be beneficial to a large community of researchers in different areas of computer science and can save them a lot of repetitive effort in proving theorems about their theories. Congruence formats for different notions of equality are the best known examples of such meta-theorems (see [2] for an overview) which guarantee a particular notion of equality to be a congruence provided that the SOS rules in the specification conform to a certain syntactic format. Deriving algebraic axioms for SOS rules in [1, 4] are other examples in this direction which try to generate a set of sound and complete axioms for a given operational semantics in a syntactic format. Although both [1] and [4] generate, among others commutativity axioms, they assume the existence of a number of standard constants and operators in the signature.

In this paper, we aim at developing a meta-theorem for deriving commutativity axioms for certain operators in an SOS specification. Our format does not assume the presence of any special operator and builds upon a general congruence format, namely tyft [8]. The ultimate goal of this line of research is to develop the necessary theoretical background for a tool-set that can assist specifiers in developing Structural Operational Semantics for their languages, by proving different properties for the developed languages automatically.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we start by presenting some preliminary notions about (Structural) Operational Semantics, congruence, standard congruence formats and commutativity. Then, in Section 3 we give our proposal for a syntactic format for commutativity called comm-tyft (for commutative tyft). Section 4 addresses possible extensions of this format by adding tyxt rules, predicates and negative premises to the format (thus, achieving the expressivity of PANTH [12]). Finally, Section 5 summarizes the results and presents concluding remarks.
2 Preliminaries

2.1 Transition System Specification

Definition 1 (Signature and Terms) We assume an infinite set of variables $V$ (with typical members $x, y, x', y', x_0, y_0, \ldots$). A signature $\Sigma$ is a set of function symbols (operators) with fixed arity. Functions with zero arity are called constants. A term $t \in T(\Sigma)$ is defined inductively as follows: a variable $x \in V$ is a term, if $t_0, \ldots, t_{n-1}$ are terms then for all $f \in \Sigma$ with arity $n$, $f(t_0, \ldots, t_{n-1})$ is a term, as well (i.e., constants are indeed terms). Terms are typically denoted by $t, t', t_1, t_2, \ldots$. All terms are considered open terms. Closed terms are called terms with another term. The set of variables appearing in term $t$ is denoted by $\text{vars}(t)$.

Definition 2 (Transition System Specification (TSS)) A transition system specification is a tuple $(\Sigma, L, \text{Rel}, D)$ where $\Sigma$ is a signature, $L$ is a set of labels (with typical members $l, l', l_0, \ldots$), $\text{Rel}$ is a set of transition relation symbols, and $D$ is a set of deduction rules, where for all $r \in \text{Rel}$, $l \in L$ and $s, s' \in T(\Sigma)$ we define that $(s, s') \in \rightarrow^l_r$ is a formula. A deduction rule $dr \in D$, is defined as a tuple $(H, c)$ where $H$ is a set of formulae and $c$ is a formula. The formula $c$ is called the conclusion and the formulae from $H$ are called premises.

Notions of open and closed extend to formulae as expected. Also, the concept of substitution is lifted to formulae and sets of formulae in the natural way (i.e., a substitution applied to a formula, applies to both terms). A formula $(s, s') \in \rightarrow^l_r$ is denoted by the more intuitive notation $s \rightarrow^l_r s'$, as well. We refer to $s$ as the source and to $s'$ as the target of the transition.

A deduction rule $(H, c)$ is mostly denoted by $\frac{H}{c}$.

Definition 3 A proof of a closed formula $\phi$ is a well-founded upwardly branching tree of which the nodes are labelled by closed formulae such that

- the root node is labelled by $\phi$, and
- if $\psi$ is the label of a node and $\{\psi_i \mid i \in I\}$ is the set of labels of the nodes directly above this node, then there are a deduction rule $\frac{\chi_i \mid i \in I}{\chi}$ and a substitution $\sigma$ such that $\sigma(\chi) = \psi$, and for all $i \in I$, $\sigma(\chi_i) = \psi_i$.

2.2 Bisimulation, Congruence and Standard Formats

Definition 4 (Bisimulation [9]) A relation $R \subseteq C(\Sigma) \times C(\Sigma)$ is a bisimulation relation if and only if $\forall_{p, q, l, r} (p, q) \in R \Rightarrow$

1. $\forall_{p', q'} p \rightarrow^l_r p' \Rightarrow \exists_{q'} q \rightarrow^l_r q' \land (p', q') \in R$;
2. $\forall_{q', q} q \rightarrow^l_r q' \Rightarrow \exists_{p'} p \rightarrow^l_r p' \land (p', q', q') \in R$.

Two closed terms $p$ and $q$ are bisimilar, denoted by $p \leftrightarrow q$, if and only if there exists a bisimulation relation $R$ such that $(p, q) \in R$.

Definition 5 (Congruence) A relation $R \subseteq T(\Sigma) \times T(\Sigma)$ is a congruence relation with respect to an $n$-ary function symbol $f \in \Sigma$ if and only if for all terms $p_i, q_i \in T(\Sigma)$, if $(p_i, q_i) \in R$ ($0 \leq i < n$) then $(f(p_0, \ldots, p_{n-1}), f(q_0, \ldots, q_{n-1})) \in R$. Furthermore, $R$ is called a congruence for a transition system specification if and only if it is a congruence with respect to all function symbols of the signature. The congruence closure of a relation $R$ is the minimal congruence relation containing $R$. 

2
Definition 6 (Tyft Format [8]) A deduction rule is in tyft format if and only if it has the following shape:

$$\{ t_i \rightarrow_r y_i \mid i \in I \}$$

$$f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) \rightarrow_r t$$

where $x_i$ and $y_i$ are all distinct variables, $f$ is an n-ary function symbol from the signature (e.g., sequential composition, parallel composition, etc.), $I$ is a (possibly infinite) set of indices and $t$ and $t_i$’s are arbitrary terms. We call such a deduction rule an $f$-defining rule. A transition system specification is in tyft format if and only if all its deduction rules are.

For a deduction rule, consider a directed graph in which the nodes are the premises of the rule and edges denote dependencies between two premises, i.e., when a source of a premise uses a variable that appears in the target of the other, there is an edge from the latter to the former. We call such a graph the variable dependency graph and for simplicity of our proofs, we assume its acyclicity (i.e., well-foundedness of premises with respect to the variable dependency ordering). However, we believe that following the result of [5], this requirement can be relaxed in our setting, as well.

2.3 Commutativity

In this section, we define the notions of commutativity and the closure of commutativity under context. Here, we assume commutativity for all arguments of the operator. It is straightforward to restrict the results of this paper to prove commutativity for a subset of arguments.

Definition 7 (Commutativity) An n-ary function symbol $f \in \Sigma$ is called commutative on open (closed) terms with respect to relation $R \subseteq T(\Sigma) \times T(\Sigma)$ if and only if for all terms $t_i \in T(\Sigma)$ ($t_j \in C(\Sigma)$) such that $0 \leq i < n$ and for all $j$ and $k$ such that $0 \leq j < k < n$, $(f(t_0, \ldots, t_{n-1}), f(t_0, \ldots, t_k, \ldots, t_j, \ldots, t_{n-1})) \in R$. Function $f$ is called commutative (in our setting) if and only if it is commutative on closed terms with respect to bisimilarity.

To account for swapping of arguments of a commutative operator under arbitrary context, we define the notion of commutative congruence as follows.

Definition 8 (Commutative Congruence) Consider a set of function symbols $COMM \subseteq \Sigma$. The commutative congruence relation $\sim_{cc}$ (w.r.t. $COMM$ and $\Sigma$) is the minimal relation satisfying the following requirements:

1. $\sim_{cc}$ is reflexive;
2. $\forall p_i, q_i (0 \leq i < n) p_i \sim_{cc} q_i \Rightarrow \begin{cases} f(p_0, \ldots, p_{n-1}) \sim_{cc} f(q_0, \ldots, q_{n-1}) \\ g(p_0, \ldots, p_k, \ldots, p_j, \ldots, p_{n-1}) \sim_{cc} g(q_0, \ldots, q_{n-1}) \end{cases}$ for arbitrary $n$-ary function symbols $f \in \Sigma$ and $g \in COMM$

It can easily be seen that $\sim_{cc}$ is an equivalence relation and thus, it partitions the terms into equivalence classes $[t]_{cc}$. Two formulae $t_i \rightarrow_r t_i'$ and $t_j \rightarrow_r t_j'$ are called CC-equal if and only if $t_i \sim_{cc} t_j$ and $t_i' = t_j'$ (for technical reasons, the definition is asymmetric with respect to the source and target of the transition). By abusing the same notation, we denote the set of CC-equal formulae of $t_i \rightarrow_r t_i'$ by $[t_i \rightarrow_r t_i']_{cc}$ and for a set $H$ of formulae we write $[H]_{cc}$ for $\bigcup_{h \in H} [h]_{cc}$.

As it appears from its name, there is more to Definition 8 than only commutativity. It also exploits congruence to switch arguments of commutative operators in $COMM$ in an arbitrary context. The reason for adding congruence to commutativity is to make our commutativity format as general as possible. By taking the minimal reflexive and commutative relation (on open terms) instead of $\sim_{cc}$, one can obtain a simpler commutativity format compared to what we define in the
remainder (and a simpler proof for it). This simpler format works equally well for the examples that we have checked so far. However, we prefer the existing formulation for its generality in order to cope with more possible applications in the future. The following example illustrates Definition 8.

Example 1 Suppose that signature $\Sigma$ contains a binary operator $||$ and $\in \text{COMM}$; according to Definition 8, for arbitrary terms $t_0, t_1, t_2 \in T(\Sigma)$, we have $[t_0 || (t_1 || t_2)]_{cc} = [t_0 || (t_1 || t_2)]$, $t_0 || (t_2 || t_1)$, $(t_1 || t_2) || t_0$, $(t_2 || t_1) || t_0$. Furthermore, we have $(x_2 || x_1) || x_0 \overset{t}{\rightarrow} r y_0 \in [x_0 || (x_1 || x_2)]_{r} y_0_{cc}$.

The following lemma shows that $\sim_{cc}$ is preserved under substitutions that respect $\sim_{cc}$.

Lemma 1 If $t \sim_{cc} t'$ (with respect to $\text{COMM}$), and for all $x \in \text{vars}(t)$, $\sigma(x) \sim_{cc} \sigma'(x)$, then $\sigma(t) \sim_{cc} \sigma'(t)$.

Proof By an induction on the structure of $\sim_{cc}$:

- If the pair $(t, t')$ is in $\sim_{cc}$ due to reflexivity, then the lemma can be proven by a straightforward induction on the size of $t$: If $t$ and $t'$ are both a constant or a variable, then the lemma holds trivially. Otherwise, if $t = t' = f(t_0, \ldots, t_{n-1})$, then it follows from the induction hypothesis that $\sigma(t_i) \sim_{cc} \sigma(t_i)$ and since $\sim_{cc}$ is closed under congruence, we have: $f(\sigma(t_0), \ldots, \sigma(t_{n-1})) \sim_{cc} f(\sigma'(t_0), \ldots, \sigma'(t_{n-1}))$ and hence $\sigma(t) \sim_{cc} \sigma'(t)$.

- If $t = f(t_0, \ldots, t_{n-1})$ and $t' = f(t'_0, \ldots, t'_{n-1})$, where $t_i \sim_{cc} t'_i$, for all $0 \leq i < n$, then according to the induction hypothesis, we have $\sigma(t_i) \sim_{cc} \sigma(t'_i)$ and it follows from the same constraint that $f(\sigma(t_0), \ldots, \sigma(t_{n-1})) \sim_{cc} f(\sigma'(t'_0), \ldots, \sigma'(t'_{n-1}))$. Hence, $\sigma(t) = f(\sigma(t_0), \ldots, \sigma(t_{n-1})) \sim_{cc} f(\sigma'(t'_0), \ldots, \sigma'(t'_{n-1})) = \sigma'(t)$.

- If $t = f(t_0, \ldots, t_j, \ldots, t_k, \ldots, t_{n-1})$ and $t' = f(t'_0, \ldots, t'_{n-1})$, where $0 \leq j < k < n$ and $t_i \sim_{cc} t'_i$, for all $0 \leq i < n$, then according to the induction hypothesis, we have $\sigma(t_i) \sim_{cc} \sigma(t'_i)$ and it follows from the same constraint that $f(\sigma(t_0), \ldots, \sigma(t_j), \ldots, \sigma(t_k), \ldots, \sigma(t_{n-1})) \sim_{cc} f(\sigma'(t'_0), \ldots, \sigma'(t'_{n-1}))$. Hence, $\sigma(t) \sim_{cc} \sigma'(t')$.

\[\blacksquare\]

3 Standard Format for Commutativity

We set our starting point from a standard congruence format (namely, tyft format) because in parts of our proofs, congruence is an essential ingredient.

Definition 9 (Comm-tyft) A transition system specification is in comm-tyft format with respect to a set of function symbols $\text{COMM} \subseteq \Sigma$ if all its deduction rules are in tyft format and for every $f$-defining rule with $f \in \text{COMM}$ of the following form

\[
(d) \quad \frac{\{ t_i \overset{l_i}{\rightarrow}_r y_i | i \in I \} }{f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) \overset{l}{\rightarrow}_r t}
\]

for which we denote the set of premises of (d) by $H$ and the conclusion by $c$, and for all $0 \leq j < k < n$, there exists a deduction rule $(d')$ of the following form in the transition system specification

\[
(d') \quad \frac{\{ t'_j \overset{l'_j}{\rightarrow}_r y'_j | j \in J \} }{f(x'_0, \ldots, x'_{n-1}) \overset{l}{\rightarrow}_r t'}
\]

and a bijective mapping (substitution) $h$ on variables such that
\begin{itemize}
  \item $h(x'_i) = x_i$ for $0 \leq i < n$, $i \neq j$ and $i \neq k$,
  \item $h(x'_j) = x_k$ and $h(x'_k) = x_j$,
  \item $h(t') \sim_{cc} t$,
  \item $\forall j \in J \ h(t'_1 \leftrightarrow t'_j \ y_j) \in [H]_{cc} \cup \{c\}$.
\end{itemize}

Deduction rule \((d')\) is called the \textit{commutative mirror} of \(d\) (on arguments \(j\) and \(k\)).

To put it informally, the role of substitution \(h\) in this definition is to account for the single swapping in the source of the conclusion and a possible isomorphic renaming of variables. Thus, the above format requires that for each \(f\)-defining rule, there exists a commutative mirror which firstly, has the same source of the conclusion as the original deduction rule with one swapping in the arguments, secondly, has the same source of the premises and target of the conclusion as the original rule up to arbitrary swapping of the arguments of commutative function symbols, and finally, may have the conclusion of the original rule as one of its premises. Next, we state that \textit{comm-tyft} format indeed induces commutativity for the set of operators under consideration.

**Theorem 1 (Commutativity for \textit{comm-tyft})** If a transition system specification is in \textit{comm-tyft} with respect to a set of operators \(COMM\), then all operators in \(COMM\) are commutative.

**Proof** Let \(R\) be the relation \(\sim_{cc}\) restricted to closed terms. By definition, this relation contains all the desired pairs of terms (of the form \((f(p_0, \ldots, p_{n-1}), f(p_0, \ldots, p_k, \ldots, p_j, \ldots, p_{n-1}))\)). Then, it only remains to prove that \(R\) is a bisimulation relation.

Consider an arbitrary pair \((p, q)\) \(\in R\). Suppose that \(p \overset{l}{\sim}_r p'\) for some \(r, l, p'\). We have to prove the existence of a \(q'\) such that \(q \overset{l}{\sim}_r q'\) and \((p', q') \in R\) (and vice versa, the proof of which we omit due to symmetry). We start with a case distinction using the structure of \(R\) in Definition 8.

1. For the reflexivity part of \(R\), the theorem holds trivially.
2. For the congruence part, the theorem follows due to a similar construction as that of [8] since \textit{comm-tyft} is a restriction of \textit{tyft} format. We quote the following Lemma from [8] which is a necessary ingredient of our proof.

**Lemma 2** Consider a relation \(R \subseteq T(\Sigma) \times T(\Sigma)\) which is closed under congruence. If for substitutions \(\sigma\) and \(\sigma'\) and a term \(t \in T(\Sigma)\), it holds that \(\forall x \in \text{vars}(t) (\sigma(x), \sigma'(x)) \in R\), then \((\sigma(t), \sigma'(t)) \in R\).

Since \((p, q)\) is in \(R\) due to congruence, we have that \(p = f(p_0, \ldots, p_n)\), \(q = f(q_0, \ldots, q_n)\), for some \(n\)-ary \(f \in \Sigma\) and \((p_i, q_i) \in R\) \((0 \leq i < n)\). We proceed with an induction on the depth of the proof for transition \(p \overset{l}{\sim}_r p'\).

If the transition has a proof of depth one, then there is a rule \((d)\) of the following form:

\[
(d) \quad f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) \overset{l}{\sim}_r t
\]

and a substitution \(\sigma\) such that \(\sigma(x_i) = p_i\) \((0 \leq i < n)\) and \(\sigma(t) = p'\). By defining a new substitution \(\sigma'\) as:

\[
\sigma'(x) \doteq \begin{cases} 
q_i & \text{if } x = x_i(0 \leq i < n) \\
\sigma(x) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

we have a proof for \(f(q_0, \ldots, q_n) \overset{l}{\sim}_r \sigma'(t)\) using \((d)\) and \(\sigma'\). It follows from the definition of \(\sigma'\) that \(\forall x \in V (\sigma(x), \sigma'(x)) \in R\) and thus according to Lemma 2, \((\sigma(t), \sigma'(t)) \in R\) and this concludes the induction basis.
For the induction hypothesis, suppose that transition \( p \rightarrow_r p' \) has a proof of depth \( n \) due to the following rule (as the root of its proof tree):

\[
\textbf{(d)} \quad \frac{\{t_i \rightarrow_{r_i} y_i | i \in I\}}{f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) \rightarrow_r t}
\]

and a substitution \( \sigma \) such that \( \sigma(x_i) = p_i \) (0 \( \leq i < n \)) and \( \sigma(t) = p' \). Let \( X = \{x_i | 0 \leq i < n\} \) and \( Y = \{y_i | i \in I\} \). Our aim is to define a new substitution \( \sigma' \) in such a way that \( \forall x \in V (\sigma(x), \sigma'(x)) \in R \). We start with the following partial definition:

\[
\sigma'(x) = \begin{cases} 
q_i & \text{if } x = x_i \ (0 \leq i < n) \\
\sigma(x) & \text{if } x \in V \setminus (X \cup Y)
\end{cases}
\]

Hitherto, we already have that \( \forall x \in V, (\sigma(x), \sigma'(x)) \in R \). It remains to complete the definition of \( \sigma' \) for variables in \( Y \) in an appropriate way. Take a premise of which \( \sigma' \) is defined on all variables in the source (such a premise should exist due to our well-foundedness assumption about premises, see Definition 6). Suppose that one such a premise is \( t_i \rightarrow^l_{r_i} y_i \), for some \( i \in I \). For all \( x \in \text{vars}(t_i) \), \( \sigma' \) is already defined in appropriate way, thus \( (\sigma(x), \sigma'(x)) \in R \).

It follows from Lemma 1 that \( (\sigma(t_i), \sigma'(t_i)) \in R \). Transition \( \sigma(t_i) \rightarrow^l_{r_i} \sigma(y_i) \) has a proof of depth \( n - 1 \) or less and since \( (\sigma(t_i), \sigma'(t_i)) \in R \), it follows from the induction hypothesis that there exists a \( p'_i \) such that \( \sigma'(t_i) \rightarrow^l_{r_i} p'_i \) and \( (\sigma(y_i), p'_i) \in R \). We define \( \sigma'(y_i) = p'_i \) and hence it holds that \( (\sigma(y_i), \sigma'(y_i)) \in R \). This way, we complete the proof for \( \sigma'(t_i \rightarrow^l_{r_i} y_i) \). Defining \( \sigma' \) for each \( y_i \) inductively, in this manner, concludes the proof since rule \( \textbf{(d)} \) together with \( \sigma' \) gives us a proof for \( q \rightarrow^l_r \sigma'(t) \) and according to the construction of \( \sigma' \) (which preserves the property \( \forall x \in V, (\sigma(x), \sigma'(x)) \in R \)), it follows from Lemma 2 that \( (\sigma(t), \sigma'(t)) \in R \).

3. It remains to prove the theorem for the case where \( p = f(p_0, \ldots, p_{n-1}) \) and \( q = f(q_0, \ldots, q_k, \ldots, q_j, \ldots, q_{n-1}) \) for \( f \in \text{COMM} \) and some \( 0 \leq j < k < n \) such that for all \( 0 \leq i < n \), \( (p_i, q_i) \in R \).

We prove this by an induction on the depth of the proof for \( p \rightarrow^l_r p' \). For the induction basis, suppose that \( p \) can make a transition with a proof of depth 1. Then, this transition is due to an \( f \)-defining rule of the following form:

\[
\textbf{(d)} \quad \frac{f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) \rightarrow_r t}{f(x_0', \ldots, x_{n-1}') \rightarrow_r t'}
\]

and a substitution \( \sigma \) such that \( \sigma(x_i) = p_i \) and \( \sigma(t) = p' \). According to Definition 9, another rule exists in the transition system specification of the following form:

\[
\textbf{(d') \quad} \frac{H}{f(x_0', \ldots, x_{n-1}') \rightarrow_r t'}
\]

and a bijective mapping \( h \) such that

- \( h(x'_i) = x_i \) for \( 0 \leq i < n \) and \( i \neq j \) and \( i \neq k \)
- \( h(x'_j) = x_k \) and \( h(x'_k) = x_j \)
- \( h(t') \sim_{cc} t \)
- \( \forall h \in H \ h(h) \in \{f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) \rightarrow_r t\} \)

We define a new substitution \( \sigma' \) as follows:

\[
\sigma'(x) = \begin{cases} 
q_i & \text{if } x = x'_j \land 0 \leq i < n \land i \neq j \land i \neq k \\
q_j & \text{if } x = x'_k \\
q_k & \text{if } x = x'_j \\
\sigma(h(x)) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]
It immediately follows from the above definition that for all \( x \in V \), \(((\sigma \circ h)(x), \sigma'(x)) \in R \) (where \( \circ \) denotes composition of mappings). It also follows from the definition of \( \sigma' \) that \( \sigma'(f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1})) = q \). The last constraint on \( \text{comm-tyft} \) format implies that \( H \) is such that \( \forall h \in H \ h(h) \in \{ p \rightarrow t \} \). Otherwise said, \( H \) is either the empty set or \( H = \{ h^{-1}(f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) - t) \} \). If \( H \) is empty, then we already have a proof for \( q \rightarrow \sigma'(t') \) using deduction rule \((d')\) and substitution \( \sigma' \). Also, if \( H = \{ h^{-1}(f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) - t) \} \) the proof for \( q \rightarrow \sigma'(t') \) is complete since we already have a proof for \( \sigma'(h^{-1}(f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) - t)) \), using rule \((d)\) and substitution \( \sigma' \circ h^{-1} \). Since \( h(t') \sim_{cc} t \) (thus, \( h^{-1}(t) \sim_{cc} t' \)), and for all \( x \in V \), \((\sigma \circ h)(x) \sim_{cc} \sigma'(x) \), it follows from Lemma 1 that \( \sigma(t) \sim_{cc} ((\sigma' \circ h) \circ h^{-1})(t') \). Hence, we have \((\sigma(t), \sigma'(t')) \in R \) (both \( \sigma(t) \) and \( \sigma(t') \) are closed terms and \( R \) is \( \sim_{cc} \) restricted to closed terms). This concludes the induction basis.

For the induction step, suppose that the theorem holds for all transitions with proofs of depth less than \( n \). Then, consider a transition \( p \rightarrow_{cc} p' \) with a proof of depth \( n \). This transition must be due to an \( f \)-defining rule \((d)\) of the following form:

\[
(d) \frac{\{ t_i \rightarrow_{cc} y_i \mid i \in I \}}{f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) \rightarrow_{cc} t}
\]

and a substitution \( \sigma \) such that \( \sigma(x_i) = p_i \) and \( \sigma(t) = p' \). We refer to the set of premises of \((d)\) as \( H \) and its conclusion as \( c \). According to the Definition 9, there exists another rule \((d')\) in the transition system specification of the following form:

\[
(d') \frac{\{ t'_j \rightarrow_{cc} y'_j \mid j \in J \}}{f(x'_0, \ldots, x'_{n-1}) \rightarrow_{cc} t'}
\]

and a mapping \( h \) of variables such that

- \( h(x'_i) = x_i \) for \( 0 \leq i < n \) and \( i \neq j \) and \( i \neq k \)
- \( h(x'_j) = x_k \) and \( h(x'_k) = x_j \)
- \( h(t') \sim_{cc} t \)
- \( \forall j \in J \ h(t'_j \rightarrow_{cc} y'_j) \in \{ h \}_cc \cup \{ c \} \)

Let \( X' = \{ x'_i \mid 0 \leq i < n \} \) and \( Y' = \{ y'_j \mid j \in J \} \) be the set of variables in the source of the conclusion and the targets of the premises of deduction rule \((d)\), respectively. We aim at defining a new substitution \( \sigma' \) such that for all variables \( x \in V \), \(((\sigma \circ h)(x), \sigma'(x)) \in R \). Similar to the induction basis, we start with the following (partial) definition for \( \sigma' \): \( \sigma'(x) = \begin{cases} q_i & \text{if } x = x'_i \land 0 \leq i < n \land i \neq j \land i \neq k \\ q_j & \text{if } x = x'_k \\ q_k & \text{if } x = x'_j \\ (\sigma \circ h)(x) & \text{if } x \in V \setminus (X' \cup Y') \end{cases} \)

To this end, we have \( \sigma'(f(x'_0, \ldots, x'_{n-1})) = q \) and \( \sigma' \) is defined on all variables, except for those in \( Y' \) and it satisfies \( \forall x \in V \setminus (X' \cup Y') \ ((\sigma \circ h)(x), \sigma'(x)) \in R \). For the variables in \( Y' \), we complete the definition of \( \sigma' \) by taking a premise whose source variables are all defined under \( \sigma' \) and defining its target (such a premise should exist due to our well-foundedness assumption about premises, see Definition 6). Suppose that one of such premises is \( t'_j \rightarrow_{cc} y'_j \), for some \( j \in J \). It follows from the last requirement on \( h \) in Definition 8 that either \( h(t'_j \rightarrow_{cc} y'_j) = f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) \rightarrow_{cc} t \) meaning that \( t'_j = h^{-1}(f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1})) \), \( y'_j = h^{-1}(t) \),
or there exists an \( i \in I \) such that \( h(t'_j \xrightarrow{l'_j} y'_j) = t_i \xrightarrow{l_i} y_i \), which means that \( t'_j \sim_{cc} h^{-1}(t_i) \) and \( y'_j = h^{-1}(y_i) \).

In the former case, we have \( \sigma'(t'_j) = (\sigma' \circ h^{-1})(f(x_0, \ldots, x_n)) = \sigma'(f(x'_0, \ldots, x'_j, \ldots, x'_k, \ldots, x'_n)) = f(q_0, \ldots, q_{n-1}) \). Since we know that \((p_i, q_i) \in R \) \((0 \leq i < n)\), and \(f(p_0, \ldots, p_{n-1}) \xrightarrow{l_r} p' \) it follows from the congruence part of this proof that there exists a \( q' \) such that \( \sigma'(t'_j) \xrightarrow{l_r} q' \) and \((p', q') \in R \). Then, we define \( \sigma'(y'_j) = q' \) and we fulfill the requirement that \( ((\sigma \circ h)(y'_j), \sigma'(y'_j)) \in R \) (since \( \sigma(y_j) = p' \) and \( y_i = h(y'_j) \)).

In the latter case, since \( h^{-1}(t_i) = t'_j \) (thus \( h^{-1}(t_i) \sim_{cc} t'_j \)) and for all \( x \in \text{vars}(t'_j) \), \((\sigma \circ h)(x) \sim_{cc} \sigma'(x)\), it follows from Lemma 1 that \((\sigma \circ h)(h^{-1}(t_i)) \sim_{cc} \sigma'(t'_j)\) and thus \((\sigma(t_i), \sigma'(t'_j)) \in R \). Transition \( \sigma(t_i) \xrightarrow{l_r} \sigma(y_i) \) has a proof of depth \( n - 1 \) or less and since \((\sigma(t_i), \sigma'(t'_j)) \in R \), it follows from the induction hypothesis that there exists a \( p'_j \) such that \( \sigma'(t'_j) \xrightarrow{l_r} p'_j \) and \((\sigma(y_i), p'_j) \in R \). We define \( \sigma'(y'_j) = p'_j \) and hence it holds that \(((\sigma \circ h)(y'_j), \sigma'(y'_j)) \in R \). This way, we complete the proof for \( \sigma'(t'_j \xrightarrow{l_r} y'_j) \). Defining \( \sigma' \) for each \( y'_j \) inductively, in this manner, concludes the proof since rule (d') together with \( \sigma' \) gives us a proof for \( q \xrightarrow{l_r} \sigma'(t') \) and according to the construction of \( \sigma' \) (which preserves the property \( \forall r \in \mathcal{V}, (\sigma \circ h)(x) \sim_{cc} \sigma'(x) \) and since \( h^{-1}(t) \sim_{cc} t' \), it follows from Lemma 1 that \((\sigma \circ h)(h^{-1}(t)) \sim_{cc} (\sigma \circ h)(t') \) and hence \((\sigma(t), \sigma'(t')) \in R \).

\( \Box \)

In the remainder, we illustrate the idea behind our format by a few examples from the area of process algebra.

**Example 2 (Commutativity of Parallel Composition: Standard Rules)** Consider the following transition system specification for a parallel composition operator:

\[
\begin{align*}
(p0) \quad & x_0 \xrightarrow{l_0} y_0 \\
& x_0 \parallel x_1 \xrightarrow{l_0} y_0 \parallel x_1 \\
(p2) \quad & x_0 \xrightarrow{l_0} y_0 \quad x_1 \xrightarrow{l_1} y_1 \\
& x_0 \parallel x_1 \xrightarrow{l_0} y_0 \parallel y_1 \\
(p1) \quad & x_1 \xrightarrow{l_0} y_1 \\
& x_0 \parallel x_1 \xrightarrow{l_0} y_0 \parallel y_1 \\
& \text{comm}(l_0, l_1) = l
\end{align*}
\]

If the synchronization function \( \text{comm} \) is commutative, then the above TSS is in \( \text{comm-tyft} \) w.r.t. the singleton set \( \text{COMM} = \{||\} \). This can be seen as follows. All deduction rules are obviously in \( \text{tyft} \) format. Deduction rule (p1) is the commutative mirror of (p0) (and vice versa) by using the mapping \( h \) defined by \( h(x_0) = x_1, h(x_1) = x_0, \) and \( h(y_1) = y_0 \) and for the sake of symmetry \( h(y_0) = y_1 \). Observe that \( h(x_0 \parallel y_1) = x_1 \parallel y_0 \sim_{cc} y_0 \parallel x_1 \) and \( h(x_1 \parallel y_1) = x_0 \parallel y_0 \sim_{cc} x_0 \parallel y_1 \). Similarly, deduction rule (p0) is the commutative mirror of (p1), using the inverse of \( h \) (which is \( h \) itself) as a variable mapping. Finally, deduction rule (p2) is the commutative mirror of itself by using the mapping \( h \) such that \( h(x_0) = x_1, h(x_1) = x_0, h(y_0) = y_1 \) and \( h(y_1) = y_0 \). It is not obvious that this mapping satisfies the requirements due to the fact that the premises have different labels. In this case this is not a problem as the function \( \text{comm} \) is commutative. In fact, the instance of this deduction rule where \( l_0 \) and \( l_1 \) are instantiated by labels \( a \) and \( b \) matches with an instance where these are instantiated by \( b \) and \( a \) respectively.

**Example 3 (Commutativity of Parallel Composition: Non-Standard Rules)** For the reason of finite axiomatization, parallel composition may be defined in terms of auxiliary operators, namely the left merge \( \parallel \) and the communication merge \( \mid \). Although the left merge is not a commutative operator, \( \text{comm-tyft} \) is still applicable for the following transition system specification of parallel composition, if one takes \( \text{COMM} = \{||,\mid\} \).
is not a commutative operator, matched by deduction rule \((c_0)\)

Both of \((c_0)\) and \((p_1)\) are commutative mirrors of each other. But for \((p_2)\) to be the commutative mirror of itself, we need commutativity of communication merge operator \(|\). Hence, we have to check the rule \((cp_0)\), as well. Rule \((cp_0)\) is the commutative mirror of itself, if \(\text{comm}\) is a commutative function. For the other remaining rule, since \(\parallel\) is not a commutative operator, \((lp_0)\) only needs to be in \(\text{tyft}\) format which is indeed the case.

**Example 4 (Commutativity of Nondeterministic Choice: Standard)** Consider the following transition system specification for a nondeterministic choice operator:

\[
\begin{aligned}
(p_0) \quad & x_0 \parallel x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
& x_0 \parallel x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
\end{aligned}
\begin{aligned}
(lp_0) \quad & x_0 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
& x_0 \parallel x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
\end{aligned}
\begin{aligned}
(p_1) \quad & x_1 \parallel x_0 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
& x_0 \parallel x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
\end{aligned}
\begin{aligned}
(cp_0) \quad & x_0 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \quad x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_1 \\
& x_0 \parallel x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \parallel y_1 \\
\end{aligned}
\begin{aligned}
(c_0) \quad & x_0 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
& x_0 + x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
\end{aligned}
\begin{aligned}
(c_1) \quad & x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_1 \\
& x_0 + x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_1 \\
\end{aligned}
\begin{aligned}
(c_2) \quad & x_0 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
& x_0 + x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
\end{aligned}
\begin{aligned}
(lp_0) \quad & x_0 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
& x_0 \parallel x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
\end{aligned}
\begin{aligned}
(cp_0) \quad & x_0 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \quad x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_1 \\
& x_0 \parallel x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \parallel y_1 \\
\end{aligned}
\begin{aligned}
(cm(l_0, l_1) = l)
\end{aligned}

Then, following Theorem 1, we can derive that nondeterministic choice is a commutative operator: Both of \((c_0)\) and \((c_1)\) are in \(\text{tyft}\) format and each is the commutative mirror of the other under the mapping \(h(x_0) = x_1, h(x_1) = x_0, h(y_1) = y_0\) and \(h(y_0) = y_1\).

The following example illustrates that allowing a premise to be mapped to the conclusion of another rule can be useful.

**Example 5 (Commutativity of Nondeterministic Choice: Non-Standard)** As an alternative to the transition system specification from the previous example, nondeterministic choice can also be defined by means of the following transition system specification.

\[
\begin{aligned}
(c_0) \quad & x_0 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
& x_0 + x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
\end{aligned}
\begin{aligned}
(c_1) \quad & x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_1 \\
& x_0 + x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_1 \\
\end{aligned}
\begin{aligned}
(c_2) \quad & x_0 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
& x_0 + x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
\end{aligned}
\begin{aligned}
(lp_0) \quad & x_0 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
& x_0 \parallel x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \\
\end{aligned}
\begin{aligned}
(cp_0) \quad & x_0 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \quad x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_1 \\
& x_0 \parallel x_1 \xrightarrow{\ell_r} y_0 \parallel y_1 \\
\end{aligned}
\begin{aligned}
(cm(l_0, l_1) = l)
\end{aligned}
\]

Deduction rule \((c_0)\) can not be matched by deduction rule \((c_0)\) itself. Deduction rule \((c_0)\) is matched by deduction rule \((c_1)\) using the mapping \(h(x_0) = x_1, h(x_1) = x_0, \) and \(h(y_0) = y_0\). Observe that if we would not have allowed the premise of \((c_1)\) to match the conclusion of \((c_0)\), then it would have been impossible to match \((c_0)\). Hence, Theorem 1 could not have been applied here, although nondeterministic choice as specified by this transition system specification is commutative.

Rule \((c_1)\) is the SOS characterization of commutativity and henceforth one may expect that by adding this rule for a specific operator to any TSS, one should be able to make it commutative. It can be easily shown, using \(\text{comm-tyft}\) format that this is indeed true. For any (binary) operator \(f\), such a rule can play the role of a commutative mirror of all \(f\)-defining rules in the TSS by taking a mapping similar to the one above and hence making the TSS conform to the \(\text{comm-tyft}\) format.

The following example illustrates that we cannot relax the last constraint of the \(\text{comm-tyft}\) format to include \(CC\)-variants of the conclusion in the premises of the mirror rule.

**Example 6** Suppose that we slightly relax the last constraint on the \(\text{comm-tyft}\) format to the following:

\[
\forall h \in H \, h(h) \in [H \cup \{c\}]_{cc}
\]
Then, the commutativity result is jeopardized. The following counter-example shows this fact:

\[
\begin{align*}
(a) & \quad \frac{a \rightarrow_r b}{a, \neg r, b} \\
(d) & \quad \frac{x_0 \rightarrow_r y_0}{x_0 + x_1 \rightarrow_r y_0} \\
(d') & \quad \frac{x_0 + x_1 \rightarrow_r y_0}{x_0 + x_1 \rightarrow_r y_0}
\end{align*}
\]

Suppose that the signature contains constants \(a\) and \(b\) and a binary function symbol \(+\). The above transition system specification is in the relaxed version of comm-tyft format with respect to the set \(COMM = \{+\}\); all rules are in tyft format and \((d')\) is the commutative mirror of \((d)\) and itself under \(h(x_0) = x_1, h(x_1) = x_0\) and \(h(y_0) = y_0\). However, it does not hold that \(a + b \rightarrow b + a\) since \(a + b\) can make a transition due to \((d)\) while \(b + a\) deadlocks.

4 Possible Extensions

4.1 Tyxt Rules

In [8], tyft-tyxt format is introduced. So far, in the comm-tyft format, we have only allowed for tyft part. Rules in tyxt format are of the following form:

\[
\frac{\{t_i \leftarrow r_i, y_i | i \in I\}}{x \leftarrow r, t}
\]

Interesting enough, we can extend our comm-tyft format to allow for arbitrary rules in tyxt format. In [8], it has been already shown that tyxt format reduces to tyft format by copying the rule for all \(f \in \Sigma\) and substituting variable \(x\) by \(f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1})\) where \(n\) is the arity of operator \(f\). So, tyxt rules do not harm the congruence property. They do not harm commutativity, either, since after such a copying procedure, each copied tyxt rule (for operators in the set \(COMM\)) is the commutative mirror of itself by taking the mapping \(h(x_i) = x_j\) and \(h(x_j) = x_i\) for any two arbitrary \(0 \leq i < j < n\) and \(h(x) = x\) for all other variables.

4.2 Predicates and Negative Premises

Predicates are used to specify properties on process terms such as termination and divergence. By adding predicates to our set of formulae, the syntax of a deduction rule will be extended to the following shapes:

\[
\frac{\{t_i \leftarrow r_i, y_i | i \in I\} \quad \{P_j(t_j) | j \in J\}}{f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) \leftarrow r, t} \quad \frac{\{t_i \leftarrow r_i, y_i | i \in I\} \quad \{P_j(t_j) | j \in J\}}{P(f(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}))}
\]

This rule format is called PATH (for Predicates And Tyft-tyxt Hybrid format) and was introduced in [3]. There, it is also shown that the PATH format can be reduced to tyft format by introducing dummy transition relations for each predicate symbol, dummy fresh variables in the target of the predicate formulae in the premises and dummy fresh constants in the target of the predicate conclusions. The same trick works here, as well. Thus, to interpret our comm-tyft format in a setting with predicates, it suffices to consider predicates as sources of transitions. We can safely assume that the targets of such transitions satisfy our format (by taking the same dummy variables and constants in mirror rules).

In [7], it is shown that allowing for negative premises (of the form \(t_i \rightarrow\)) to a transition system specification may endanger the well-definedness of the induced transition relation. Several approaches have been proposed to deal with this problem, of which [6] provides an overview. Stratification [7] is a measure defined on formulae which does not increase from conclusion to positive premises and decreases from conclusion to negative ones. If such a stratification exists, it has been shown in [7] that the induced transition relation is well-defined. Thus, by following
the same approach we may accommodate negative premises in our comm-tyft format, too. All in all, by allowing for tyxt rules, negative premises and predicates, we get the expressive power of PANTH (Predicates And NTyt-ntyxt Hybrid) format of [11].

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we defined a standard SOS format that guarantees a number of commutativity axioms to be sound with respect to strong bisimilarity. Our standard format for commutativity, called comm-tyft, calls for so-called commutative mirror rules for each deduction rule defining a commutative operator. These mirror rules account for arbitrary switching of arguments and thus their existence is a sufficient condition for commutativity. The proposed standard format can help as a theoretical background for part of a toolkit assisting specifiers in defining operational semantics and proving meta-properties about their defined languages. We have tried the same method for more complicated frequently occurring axioms, such as associativity. It turns out that the result is an abstract representation of the proof for those axioms and no such a straightforward format can be obtained as for the commutativity axiom.
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